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December 11, 2017 Workshop
- What we learned



COLLABORATIVE WORKSHOP, DECEMBER 11, 2017





A riddle:

What do you think when you hear:
• ‘Fake news’
• Manipulative platform owners
• Biased readers

…CNN?
…Facebook?



• Who is the “creator” of the gazette? 

• Who is involved in its production and dissemination?

• Which audience and what goals did the gazette serve?

• What does the physicality of the gazette reveals? 

• Who writes and who reads? Who speaks, on behalf of whom?

• What genres of writing can be found in the gazette?

• What is its place in the network of other colonial papers?

• How does the gazette reflect colonial attitudes?

• What subjects and topics can the gazette be further mined for?

QUESTIONS DISCUSSED IN THE DECEMBER WORKSHOP



“Did the enslaved work in print houses?”

May 17, 1783

Runaways from Martinique: 2 negro men 

• Raphael, 22 y.o., a barber

• Charles, 23 y.o., “printer by trade”



Runaway slave Philley-Melia

Believed to be harbored by
• Her mother Sary

(Miss Turner’s property, Crab-Hill)
• Her husband Elisha 

(Paris’s Estate)

NETWORKS OF PEOPLE, PATTERNS OF RESISTANCE



Sample data in runaway slave ads

http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/jefferson/jeffrep.html



Reading in-between lines and against the grain

The written text above:
•The illusion of normalcy

The web of silences beneath
•A seething revolt



The power to form connections through historical newspapers

• “Old dusty stuff”?

• People do coalesce around historical newspapers.

• In postcolonial societies, historical newspapers can have the power to help us 
‘read’ a different past.

• They can instill in people pride in people’s past

• Help them see slaves not as passive, but as people who fought back.



The power to change scholarship

BUSSA’S REVOLT (April 1816)

• Dominant narrative of a strong charismatic male leader

• Reading newspapers against the grain:
• Shed light on role of women, and the power of networks of 

everyday people



Value-added when becoming part of larger initiatives

For Mercury: Barbados Archives + EAP + dLOC

1) Promote research that bridges collections siloed along national lines

2) Become part of other international projects:

- Transatlantic Digitised Newspapers project
• Transnational flow of information around the globe
• Innovative approaches to the digitized archives of historical American and British 

newspapers

- Runaway slave ads projects (patterns, networks). 

3) Become part of communities that complement and enhance your knowledge

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/dh/events/archive/transatlantic



International collaborations 

A balancing act.

Be clear and sincere.

Define expectations.

Learn to juggle different mentalities.
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Digitizing historical newspapers:
Opportunities for further scholarship 
and public humanities projects about the enslaved



Digitization is not always the solution

• Selective and partial 

• Resource-intensive (staff, funding)

• Time-consuming

• Fragile (digital preservation)



Digitization…

• Perpetuates “sins” of traditional archives

• Reproduces inequalities, exclusions

• Can ‘privilege’ the privileged



OCR…

• Favors written documents

• Favors mainstream (European) languages



a) Documents scanned as images

b) Not searchable

c) Metadata that favor the ‘creator’

When digitized, voiceless populations still remain “locked away”



Slaves do not exist as “creators” of documents but as ITEMS in:

•A newspaper runaway ad….

•A slave ship’s cargo list

•A plantation’s holdings

•An owner’s will

*J. Bastian, “Reading Colonial Records Through an Archival Lens: The Provenance of Place, Space and Creation,” 2006

“The full story is not told 
unless the cargo has a voice and the population speaks.”*



Need for culturally-sensitive + culturally appropriate description

–Beyond colonial worldviews

–Pointers to marginalized stories and individuals

Aim of collaborative finding aid workshop – December 2017

Ongoing work, hope to replicate dialogue through a reading group.



OVERCOMING ARCHIVAL SILENCES ON MARGINALIZED PEOPLE

We need to consciously create the archival record for marginalized groups

• Create information “retrospectively” from collections

• If the information is “locked away,” we need to extract it

“Collections as data”: opportunities for novel scholarship

https://collectionsasdata.github.io/



Sample data in runaway slave ads

http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/jefferson/jeffrep.html



Never a finished product,

– But a beginning 

A digitized collection is…



https://github.com/UMiamiLibraries/collections-as-data/tree/master/LaGaceta

COLLECTIONS AS DATA



https://wesomeka.wesleyan.edu/runawayct/



http://libcdm1.uncg.edu/cdm/landingpage/collection/RAS

http://digital.sfasu.edu/cdm/landingpage/collection/RSP http://www2.vcdh.virginia.edu/gos/source.html



http://freedomonthemove.org/



TWITTER ACCOUNTS



https://www.vanderbilt.edu/esss/



Sharon Leon, “Re-Presenting the Enslaved Community sold by the Maryland Province Jesuits in 1838”
http://www.6floors.org/bracket/2016/09/30/re-presenting-the-enslaved-community-sold-by-the-maryland-province-jesuits-in-1838/

HISTORICAL NETWORK ANALYSIS



http://revolt.axismaps.com/

SPATIAL HUMANITIES



https://lagazetteroyale.com/

Digital Humanities projects



THANK YOU!


